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Anti Raeeine Committee

This is informed to all the faculty, staff and students that; the college Anti Ragging Committee is
formed for the academic year 2018-19 and below is the staff and student members of the committee. They
are advised to conduct meetings, arrafige activities and prepare necessary documents to fulfill the
participative management and decentralization of power for smooth running of the college.

S.No Name Desisnation Role
1 Dr.M. RamaKrishna Principal Chairman
2 Dr.CH.Mallikari una Reddy HOD of S&H Convener
J Dr.Mettu Bhaskr Rao HOD of CE Member
4 Dr.S.Senthil Kumar HOD ofEEE Member
5 Dr.S. Venugopal HOD of ME Member
6 Dr.S.Arun HOD ofECE Member
7 Dr.A.Nageswaran HOD of CSE Member
8 Dr. D. Anand Babu HOD of AGE Member
9 Mr. Venubabu Physical Director Member
10 Mr. K. Krishna Reddy Officer In-charge of NSS Member
11 Mrs. A Padmavathi Officer In-charge of Hostel Member
l2

SK Shajid
Sub Inspector of Police - Rural
Police Station, Narasaraopet

Member

t3 R. Simhachalam Parent Member
t4 I(. Suneethabai IV. CE Student Member
15 T. Koteswara Rao IV- ME Student Member
t6 D. Sowmya IV- CSE Student Member
t7 P. Venkateswarlu IV-ECE Student Member
18 B. Chinnababu IV- AGE Student Member
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Obiegtives of an Anti-Raeeins Committep

* Prevention of Ragging: The foremost objective is to prevent any form of ragging or harassment
within the institution. This involves creating awareness among students about the consequences of
ragging and promoting a culture of mutual respect and dignity.

* Awareness and Education: The committee aims to educate students, faculty, and staff about the
detrimental effects of ragging on victims as well as the legal implications for perpetrators. This
may involve organizing workshops, seminars, and awareness campaigns.

t' Prompt Action: In case any instance of ragging is reported, the committee ensures prompt action
and investigation. This includes providing mechanisms for students to report incidents
confidentially and ensuring that appropriate disciplinary measures are taken against those found
guilty.

't' Support for Victims: Another important objective is to provide support and assistance to victims
of ragging. This may involve offering counseling services, legal aid, and other forms of support to
help victims cope with the trauma and seek justice. 

.

* Collaboration with Authorities: The committee collaborates with law enforcement agencies,
university authorities, and other relevant stakeholders to effectively address the issue of ragging.
This includes sharing information, coordinating actions, aad implementing preventive measures.* Monitoring and Evaluation: Regular monitoring and evaluation of urrti-rugging measures are
essential to assess their effectiveness and identit, areas for improvement. ihe committee may
conduct suryeys, collect feedback, and, analyze data to gauge the prevalence of ragging and
measure the impact of interventions.

* Promoting Positive Interactions: Beyond merely preventing ragging, the committee endeavors to
promote positive interactions and camaraderie among students. This involves organizing
orientation programs, team-building activities, and other initiatives to foster a culture of
inclusivity and respect.

* overall, the Anti-Ragging committee plays a crucial role in ensuring the safety and well-being of
students within educational institutions and creating an environment conducive to learning and
personal growth.
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Functions of an Anti-Rasging Copmittee

Formulation of Policies: The committee is responsible for formulating comprehensive policies
and guidelines aimed at preventing ragging on campus. These policies outline what constitutes
ragging, the consequences for perpetrators, and the procedures for reporting and addressing
incidents.

Awareness and Education: The committee organizes awareness campaigns and educational
prograrns to inform students, faculty, and staff about the harmful effects of ragging and the
importance of maintaining a safe and respectful environment on campus. These initiatives may
include workshops, seminars, posters, and orientation sessions.
Complaints Handling: The committee serves as the primary body for receiving, documenting, and
investigating complaints related to ragging. It ensures that mechanisms are in place for students to
report incidents confidentially and without fear of retaliation.
Investigation and Action: Upon receiving a complaint, the committee conducts thorough
investigations to determine the veracity of the allegations. If ragging is confirmed, the committee
takes prompt and appropriate action, which may include disciplinary measures against the
perpetrators, such as suspension or expulsion.
Support for Victims: The committee provides support and assistance to victims of ragging,
including access to counseling services, medical assistance, and legal aid if necessary. It ensures
that victims are treated with sensitivity and empathy and that their well-being is prioritized
throughout the process.

Monitoring and Compliance: The committee monitors the implementation of anti-ragging policies
and measures to ensure compliance with regulations and guidelines. It regularly assesses the
effectiveness of interventions and identifies areas for improvement through data collection,
surveys, and feedback mechanisms.

Collaboration and Coordination: The committee collaborates with various stakeholders, including
university authorities, faculty members, student organizations, and law enforcement agencies, to
address the issue of ragging comprehensively. It fosters a culture of cooperation and mutual
support in tackling ragging on campus.
Advocacy and outreach: The committee advocates for a zero-tolerance approach to ragging and
actively promotes a culture of respect, inclusivity, and empathy among students. It engages in
outreach activities to involve the wider community in efforts to prevent ragging and create a safer
learning environment.

* By performing these functions effectively, the
ensuring the well-being and safety of students
principles of dignity and respect for all.

Anti-Ragging Committee plays a crucial role in
within educational institutions and upholding the
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Anti Ragsing Committee

This is informed to all the faculty, staff and students that; the college Anti Ragging Committee is
formed for the academic year 2019-20 and below is the staff and student members of the committee.
They are advised to conduct meetings, arrangeactivities and prepare necessary documents to fulfill the
participative management and decentralization of power for smooth running of the college.

S.No Name of the Facultv Designation Role
1 Dr.M. RamaKrishna Principal Chairman

C*r.r*2 Dr.C.Mallikarjuna Reddy HOD of S&H
a
J Dr.Mettu Bhaskr Rao HOD of CE Member
4 Dr.S.Senthil Kumar HOD ofEEE Member
5 Dr.S. Venugopal HOD of ME Member
6 Dr.S.Arun HOD ofECE Member

Member7 Dr.A.Nageswaran HOD of CSE
8 Dr. D. Anand Babu HOD of AGE Member

Me*b.9 Mr. Venubabu Physical Director
10 Mr. K. Krishna Reddy Officer In-charge of NSS Member
l1 Mrs. A Padmavathi Officer in-charge of Hostel Member
t2

SK Shajid Sub Inspector of Police - Rural
Police Station, Narasaraopet Member

l3 S Venkateswarlu Parent Member
t4 Jampani Venkatrao IV_CE Student Memberl5 Annam Jwala Vaishnavi IV _ CSE Student Member
16 Kistam Supriya IV _ ECE Student
l7 Arja Sri Krishna Kanth IV _ AGE Student Member
18 Bandi Sreenivasa Reddy rr,MTEqH(TE) Student Member
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OBJECTIVES OF AN ANTI-RAGGING COMMITTEB

Establish Clear Policies: Enforce strict anti-ragging policies that are well-communicated to all
members of the institution, including students and sta{,f .

Encourage Peer Support: Establish peer support grolrps or mentorship programs to facilitate positive
interactions between senior and junior students, discoirraging the practice of ragging.

Awareness and Education: The comrnittee is dedicateclto informing students, faculty, and staff about
the harmful impact of ragging on victims, as well as the legal consequences for those responsible. This
effort may include coordinating workshops, seminars. and awareness campaigns.

Immediate Response: Upon the reporting of any instance of ragging, the committee guarantees swift
action and thorough investigation. This involves of1-ering students confidential channels to repoft
incidents and eusuring that appropriate disciplinary measures are enforced against those proven guilty.

Assistance for Victims: Another crucial goal is to olfer support and aid to victims of ragging. This
may include providing counseling services, legal assistance, and other forms of support to assist
victims in coping with the trauma and pursuing justice.

Monitoring and Evaluation: Regular monitoring and evaluation of anti-ragging measures are
essential to assess their efflectiveness and identify areiis fbr improvement. The committee may conduct
surveys, collect feedback, and analyze data to gauge the prevalence of ragging and measure the impact
of interventions

Partnership with Authorities: The committee joins lorces with law enforcement agencies, university
authorities, and other pertinent stakeholders to acldress the issue of ragging effectively. This
collaboration involves sharing information, coorclinating actions, and implementing preventive
measures to combat ragging.

In conclusion, the Anti-Ragging Committee plays a pivotal role in safeguarding the safety and well-
being of students within edr-rcational institutions, thereby creating an environment conducive to
learning and personal development.
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FUNCTIONS OF AN ANTI.RA

Policy Formulation: The committee is tasked with developing thorough policies and guidelines

designed to prevent ragging on campus. These policies delineate the definition of ragging, the
repercussions for offenders, and the protocols for reporting and handling incidents.

Awareness and Education: The committee conducts carnpaigns and educational initiatives to enlighten

students, faculty, and staff about the harrnful effects of ragging and the importance of maintaining a

safe and respectful campus environment. These efforts may include workshops, seminars, posters, and

orientation sessions.

Management of Complaints: The committee is taskeci rvith receiving, documenting, and investigating
complaints concerning ragging. It ensures students have access to confidential reporting channels,
enabling them to report incidents without apprehension of reprisal.

lnvestigation and Response: Upon receiving a complaint, the committee launches thorough
investigations to confirm the validity of the allegations. If ragging is substantiated, the committee
promptly takes suitable action, potentially resulting in disciplinary measures against the perpetrators,
such as suspension or expulsion.

Collaboration and Coordination: The committee actively engages various stakeholders, including
university authorities, faculty members, student organizations, and law enforcement agencies, in
comprehensively addressing the issue of ragging. It promotes a culture of cooperation and mutual
support to efficiently address ragging incidents on campus.

Advocacy and Outreach: The committee staunchly advocates for a zero-tolerance policy against
ragging and actively fosters a culture of respect, inclusivity, and empathy among students. It
organizes outreach initiatives to involve the broader community in efforts aimed at preventing
ragging and cultivating a safer learning environment.

In summary, through the effective execution of its functions, the Anti-Ragging Committee serves as
a cornerstone in safeguarding the well-being and saf'ety of students within educational institutions
while upholding the fundamental principles of dignity and respect for all.
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Anti Raseing Committee

This is informed to all the faculty, staff and students that; the college Anti Ragging Committee is
formed for the academic year 2020-21 and below is the staff and student members of the committee.
They are advised to conduct meetings, arrange activities and prepare necessary documents to fulfill the
participative management and decentralization of power for smooth running of the college.

S.No
Name of the

Committee Member Designation & Role

I Dr.Ch.Mallikarjuna Principal Chairman
2 Dr.G.Bhaskar Reddy HOD of S&H Coordinator
J Dr.A.Ranganathan HOD ofCE Member
4 Dr.S.Senthil Kumar HOD of EEE Member
5 Dr.S. Venugopal HOD of ME Member
6 Dr.S. Arun HOD of ECE Member
7 Dr.A.Nageswaran HOD of CSE Member
8 Dr. D. Anand Babu HOD of AGE Member
9 Nedumaran HOD of MBA Member
l0 Mr. Venubabu Physical Director Member
11 Mr. K Krishna Reddy Officer [n-charge of NSS Member
t2 Mrs. A Padmavathi Officer In-charge of Hostel Member
13

K Rosaiah
Sub Inspector of Police -
RuralPolice Station,
Narasaraopet

Member

14 K Rajesh Parent Member
l5 G. Chandrakala IV_CE Student Member
16 Jonnala Ammireddy IV _ CSE Student Member
t7 Kundurti Siva Kumari IV - ECE Student Member
18 Kataru Bhavani IV _ EEE Student Member
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Ragging Prevention: The primary goal is to eliminate all forms of ragging or harassment withinthe institution' This requires raising awareness among students about the consequences of ragging
and fostering a culture characterized by mutual respect and dignity.

Awareness and Education: The committee's objective is to inform students, faculty, and staffabout the negative impacts of ragging on victims, as well as the legal repercussions for perpetrators.This could involve coordinating workshops, seminars, and awareness campaigns.

rmmediate Action: Upon notification of any instance of ragging, the committee commits to swiftaction and thorough investigation. This entails providing students with confidential avenues toreport incidents and ensurin g that suitable disciplinary ,i"rrur", are implemented against thoseproven guilty.

support for victims: Another essential objective is to provide assistance and support to victims ofragging' This may involve offering counseling serric"r, legal aid, and other rorms of support tohelp victims cope with the trauma and seek justice.

collaboration with Authorities: The committee works alongside law enforcement agencies,university authorities, and other relevant stakeholders to effectively tackle the issue of ragging. Thiscollaboration involves sharing information, coordinating actions, and implementing preventive
measures.

Monitoring and Evaluation: Regular assessment of anti-ragging measures is vital to gauge theireffectiveness and pinpoint areas for improvement. The committee may conduct surveys, gatherfeedback, and analyze data to assess the prevalence of ragging and measure the impact ofinterventions.

Partnership with Authorities: The committee teams up with law enforcement agencies, universityauthorities, and other relevant stakeholders to tackle the issue of ragging effectively. Thiscollaborative effort includes sharing information, coordinatirgr.ri;;il d;entingpreventive measures to combat ragging.

Fostering Positive rnteraction: Beyond the prevention of ragging, the committee is dedicated tonurturing positive interactions and camaraderie among students. This entails organizing orientation

i"':,r:::,,::Tl::11lii""tl,ties, and other initiatives to cuttivate a culture grounded ininclusivity and mutual respect.

In summary, the Anti-Ragging Committee plays a pivotal role
welfare of students within educational institutions, fostering an er
and personal development.
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Function$ of an Anti-Raeeinq Committeg

Policy Development: The committee is responsible for uafting extensive policies and guidelines intended
to deter ragging on campus. These policies outline the definition of ragging, the penalties for perpetrators,
and the procedures for reporting and addressing incidents.

Awareness and Education: The committee organizes awareness campaigns and educational programs to
enlighten students, faculty, and staff about the detrimental effects of ragging and the significance of
fostering a safe and respectful campus environment. These endeavors may involve workshops, seminars,
posters, and orientation sessions.

Complaint Handling: The committee is responsible for receiving, documenting, and investigating
complaints regarding ragging. It ensures the availability of confidential reporting channels for students,
allowing them to report incidents without fear of retaliation.

Investigation and Action: Upon receipt of a ccimplaint, the committee initiates comprehensive
investigations to ascertain the validity of the allegations. If ragging is verified, the committee promptly
takes appropriate action, which may involve implementing disciplinary measures against the perpetrators,
such as suspension or expulsion.

Collaboration and Coordination: The committee ensures the active engagement of diverse stakeholders,
including university authorities, faculty members, student organizations, and law enforcement agencies, in
comprehensively addressing the issue of ragging. It cultivates a culture of cooperation and mutual support
to efficiently address ragging incidents on campus.

Advocacy and Outreach: The committee vigorously promotes a policy of zerc tolerance towards ragging
and actively nurtures a culture of respect, inclusivity, and empathy among students. It arranges outreach
initiatives to engage the broader community in endeavors aimed at preventing ragging and fostering a
safer learning environment.

In conclusion, the Anti-Ragging Committee's effective performance of its duties is pivotal in safeguarding
the welfare and security of students within educational institutions, while also championing the principles
of dignity and respect for all.
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This is informed to all the faculty, staff and students that; the college Anti Ragging committee isformed for the academic yeat 2021-22 andbelow is the staff and student mlmbers of the committee. Theyare advised to conduct meetings, arrange activities and prepare necessary documents to fulfill theparticipative management and decentralization of power for smooth running of the college.

S.No Name of the Committee
Member

Designation Role

I Dr. Ch. Mallikarjuna
Chairman2 Dr. G. Bhaskar Reddy HOD of S&Ha

J Dr.Bala Murugan
Coordinator

TTUD OI UE Member4 Dr.Y.Prakash HUD Ot BEE Member5 Dr. M. Ramakotaiah
Member6 Dr.A.Vinoth HOD ofECE

7 Dr.B.Chand.asekhar Member
Member8 Dr. D. Anandbabu HOD of AGE

9 Mr. P. Ravi Sankar
Member

AU Memberl0 Mr. Venubabu rhyslcal Director Member1l Mr. K. Krishna Reddy urrrcer ln-clrarge of NSS Member12 Mrs,K Rvrirzqf "f."l"
t3

\_rlluer tn-cnarge of Hostel Member
K Rosaiah Sublnspecffi

Police Stafion Nqrqcaro^^o+ Member
t4 Ch. Venkata Rao

@vPv L

Parent
IV_CE
IV _ EEE

l5 MemberM.Vineela
t6 D-Vamsi Student Member

t7 Student Me*lo'
,r1. r uvaraJu IV - CSE

l8 D.Sireesha Druqent vlember
rv -buf, Student Membert9 P.Renuka AL].D Student Member
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Obiectives of an Anti-Rassing Committee

Preventing Ragging: The central objective is to eradicate all instances of ragging or harassment
within the institution. This entails raising awareness among students about the repercussions of
ragging and cultivating a culture defined by mutual respect and dignity.

Awareness and Education: The committee strives to enlighten students, faculty, and staff about the
detrimental impacts of ragging on victims, along with the legal consequences for perpetrators. This
may involye arranging workshops, seminars, and awareness campaigns.

Immediate Response: Upon being notified of any instance of ragging, the committee is committed to
taking swift action and conducting a thorough investigation. This includes providing students with
confidential channels to report incidents and ensuring that appropriate disciplinary measures are

implemented against those found guilty.

Victim Support: Another crucial aim is to provide assistance and support to victims of ragging. This
may entail offering counseling services, legal aid, and other forms of support to help victims cope with
the trauma and pursue justice.

Partnership with Authorities: The committee collaborates with law enforcement agencies, university
authorities, and other relevant stakeholders to address the issue of ragging effectively. This
collaborative effort includes sharing information, coordinating actions, and implementing preventive
measures.

Monitoring and Evaluation: Consistently evaluating anti-ragging measures is essential to determine
their effectiveness and identify areas for enhancement. The committee may conduct surveys, solicit
feedback, and analyze data to evaluate the prevalence of ragging and assess the impact of
interventions.

Promoting Positive Interactions: Apart from preventing ragging, the committee aims to foster
positive interactions and camaraderie among students. This involves arranging orientation programs,
team-building activities, and other initiatives to cultivate a culture of inclusivity and respect.

Overall, the Anti-Ragging Committee plays a critical role in ensuring the safety and well-being of
students within educational institutions and in creating an environment conducive to learning 

-and

personal development.
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Functions of an Anti-Ragsins Committee

Policy Formulation: It is the responsibility of the committee to develop comprehensive policies and
guidelines aimed at preventing ragging on campus. These policies delineate the definition of ragging,
the consequences for perpetrators, and the procedures for reporting and addressing incidents.

Awareness and Education: The committee conducts awareness campaigns and educational initiatives to
enlighten students, faculty, and staff about the harmful impacts of ragging and the importance of
maintaining a safe and respectful campus environment. These efforts may inctuae workshops, seminars,
posters, and orientation sessions.

complaints Handling: The committee acts as the central entity for receiving, documenting, and
investigating complaints conceming ragging. It ensures the existence of mechanisms allowing students
to confidentially report incidents without fear of reprisar.

Investigation and Action: Upon receiving a complaint, the committee conducts a detailed inquiry toverify the allegations. If ragging is confirmed, the committee takes swift and appropriate action, which
may involve imposing disciplinary measures such as suspension or expulsion on the perpetrators.

Monitoring and compliance: The committee oversees the enforcement of anti-ragging policies and
measures to ensure adherence to regulations and guidelines. [t consistently evaluates the effectivenessof interventions and identifies areas for enhancement through data collection, surveys, and feedback
mechanisms.

collaboration and coordination: The committee actively involves various stakeholders, such asuniversity authorities, faculty members, student organizations, and law enforcement agencies, inaddressing the issue of ragging comprehensively. It fosters a culture of cooperation and mutual supportto effectively tackle ragging incidents on campus.

Advocacy and outreach: The committee advocates for a strict zero-tolerance policy against ragging andactively cultivates a culture of respect, inclusivity, and empathy among students. It organizes outreachprograms to involve the wider community in efforts to prevent ragging and promote a safer learninoenvironment. e---e ---' r^v E

In conclusion, the Anti-Ragging Committee plays
students within educational institutions, while also
all through its effective functions.

a vital role in ensuring the welfare and safety of
upholding the principles of dignity and respect for
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Anti Raeeine Qommittee

This is informed to all the faculty, staff and students that; the college Anti Ragging Committee is
formed for the academic year 2022-23 and below is the staff and student members of the committee.
They are advised to conduct meetings, arrange activities and prepare necessary documents to fulfill the
participative management and decentralization of power for smooth running of the college.

S.No Name of the committee
member

Designation Role

1 Dr. K.N.V.R.KUMAR Principal Chairman
2 Dr. G. Bhaskar Reddy HOD of S&H Coordinator1J Dr. Bala Murugan HOD of CE Member
4 Dr. S. Senthil Kumar HOD of EEE Member
5 _Dr.qh. Mallikharjuna HOD of ME Member
6 Dr. Gajendra Kumar HOD of ECE Member
7 Dr.B. Chandrasekhar HOD of CSE Member
8 Dr. D. Anand Babu HOD of AGE Member
9 VI..P Vijay Kumar Physical Director Member
10 Mr. K. Krishna Reddy Officer In-charge of NSS Member
l1 Mrs. K. Rajya Lakshmi 0fflrcer In-charge of Hostel Member
12

Sk. Shajid Sub Inspector of Police -
RuralPolice Station, Narasaraopet Member

i3 M Yesudas Parent Member
14 Pamula Sushma IV-CH Student Member
15 Sk. Shajid IV _ EEE Student Membert6 D.Ajqy Kumar IV_ME Student Member
17 B. Venkata Rao rV _ CSB Student Memberl8 U. Anitha IV - ECE Student Membert9 Sk. Azeez IV_CS Student Member20 Dasari Hindu IV _ AGE Student Member
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Training and sensitization: Provide training and sensiti zation programs for faculty, staffi and seniorstudents to recognize the signs of ragging and understand their role in preventing it. Emphas ize theimportance ofpromoting a culture of mutuar respect and dignity.

Awareness and Education: The committee endeavors to enlighten students, faculty, and staff about theharmful impacts of ragging on victims, as well as the legal repercussions forperpetrators. This may entailorganizing workshops, seminars, and awareness campai gns.

Prompt Action: upon the reporting of any instance of.ragging, the committee ensures prompt action andconducts a comprehensive investigation. This entails fioviding students with confidential reportingmechanisms and ensuring that appropriate disciplinary *.ururm are taken against those found guilty.
Assistance for Yictims: Another critical goal is to provide assistance and support to victims of ragging.This may involve offering counseling services, legai aid, and other forms of zupport to help victims copewith the trauma and seek justice.

Collaboration with Authorities: The committee collaborates with law enforcement agencies, universityauthorities' and other relevant stakeholders to effectively address the issue of ragging. This collaborativeapproach involves sharing information, coordinating actions, and implementing preventive measures.

Monitoring and Evaluation: continuous assessment of anti..,ragging measures is crucial to ascertain theireffectiveness and pinpoint areas for improvement. The committee may conduct surveys, seek feedback,and analyze data to evaluate the prevalence of ragging and gauge the impact of interventions.

Encouraging Positive Engagement: In addition to pieventing ragging, the committee is committed topromoting positive interactions and camaraderie among students. This includes organizing orientationprograms' team-building activities, and other initiatives to foster an inclusive and respectful culture.
The Anti-Ragging committee serves a crucial function in safeguarding the safety and welfare of studentswithin educational institutions, fostering an atmosphere conducive to leaming and personal growth.
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Policy Establishment: The committee is tasked with creating thorough policies and guidelines aimed atpreventing ragging on campus' These policies outline the definition of ragging, the penalties foroffenders, and the procedures for reporting and addressing incidents.

Awareness and Education: The committee is responsible for organizing awareness campaigns andeducational programs to educate students, faculty, and staff about the harmlul effects of ragging and thenecessity of fostering a safe and respectful environment on campus. These initiatives may involveworkshops, seminars, posters, and orientation sessions.

complaint Handling: The committee is responsible for receiving, documenting, and investigatingcomplaints regarding ragging. It ensures the availability of confidential reporting channels for students,allowing them to report incidents without fear of retaliation.

Investigation and Action: upon receiving a complaint, the committee conducts a comprehensive inquiryto verify the allegations. If ragging is confirmed, prompt and appropriate measures are taken,potentially resulting in disciplinary actions against the perpetrators, such as suspension or expulsion.
Monitoring and compliance: The committee ensures that anti-ragging policies and measures areenforced to maintain compliance with regulations and guidelines. It continually evaluates the

;:fi:ffiI;::ilTl#tions 
and identifies areas for improvement through data colrection, surveys,

collaboration and coordination: The committee engages with a range of stakehorders, incrudinguniversity authorities, faculty members, student organizations, and law enforcement agencies, tocomprehensively address the issue of ragging. It p.omot.s a culture of collaboration and mutual supportin addressing ragging incidents on campus.

Advocacy and outreach: The committee champions a zero-torerance stance against ragging andactively fosters a culture of respect, inclusivity, and empathy among students. It conducts outreachinitiatives to engage the broader community in endeauois to prevent ragging and estabrish a saferlearning environment.

In conclusion' through its effective functions, the Anti-Ragging committee significantly contributes toensuring the well-being and safety of students within educ,-alional institutions, irhit, also upholding theprinciples ofdignity and respect for all.
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